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DYNAMIC ADMINISTRATION
The Collected Papers of Mary Parker Follett
Edited by H. C. METCALF and L. URWICK

I

This long-promised, unique and provocative volume is sure to receive an enthusiastic reception
from students of administrative science and from business and public organizations who know of
the author's distinguished contributions to this field. This volume presents a careful editing of a
selection of more than twenty of Miss Follett's lectures on which her reputation for creative and
practical thinkingonthe theory and practiceof administrationhas beensecurely established. $3.50

MANUAL OF JOB EVALUATION

Procedures of Job Analysis and Appraisal
By E. J . BENGE, S. L. H. BURK, and E. N. HAY
Interest in this volume continues greater than in any of our current offerings for management
executives because it describes a method of compensation control better suited to present conditions than any thus far advanced. "The basis for all job evaluation technics is human analytical
judgment and this manual gives us a practical working method for accomplishing this objective.
Anyone contemplating a revision of a job evaluation plan already established, or who is just
starting out in this field, mill find this book a source of much useful and practical information."ADVANCED MANAGEMENT. "I wish to re-emphasize that as it is outlined in this book
the factor comparison method is an effective system and will, if adopted, provide a means for
eliminating controversies on rates of pay." D. W. WEED, General Electric Company, i n The
$3.00
Management Reoiew.

I

NEW STRENGTH FOR NEW LEADERSHIP

I

By ERWIN HASKELL SCHELL, Professm, Mawachusetts Institute of Technology
Hundreds of M.I.T. graduates now in important executive positions have long enjoyed a close and
inspiring contact with the author through his periodic personal letters to them. This volume is
the outgrowth of a demand from executives outside this intimate circle for a public presentation
of his virile and common-sense discussion of the sources to which leaders everywhere can turn
for new strength and courage for today's needs. Says Karl T. Compton, President of M.I.T.:
I t mill grow upon you as it grew upon me."
$2 00
6z

SHOP MANAGEMENT FOR THE SHOP SUPERVISOR

I

By RALPH C. DAVIS
"During this national emergency," says PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER, "the publication of
this volume is timely and important. The book deals wholly with the problems which confront
the shop supervisor. It is of inestimable value to those already engaged in this capacity and
more especially to those now taking supervisory training courses." Here is a rapid, popular,
and comprehensive revamping in manual form of the most important foremanship material to
be found in the author's larger volume, "Industrial Organization and Management," now a
standard text in the management field.
$2.50

THE SECURITIES MARKET and How it Works

I

By BIRL E. SHULTZ, Former Dean, New Y m k Stock Ezchange Institute
"Dr. Shultz has produced a book, indispensable for employees and customers of stock exchange
brokers, which describes in elaborate and painstaking detail every form of security transaction,
with special attention to the New York Stock Exchange."--J. F. Ebersole, Professw of Banking
and Finance, Haraard Graduate School of Business Administration. "I have never seen a book
which explains so clearly and in such detail the actual operation of the stock exchange."--Harold
D. Koontz, Ass't. Professm of Economics, Colgate University. The only complete, up-to-date
and authoritative text on the entire work of the stock exchange available. Illustrated with
many charts, exhibits and photographs to help the reader visualize procedure a t every step. $5.00

HOW TO TRAIN SUPERVISORS

BY R. O. BECKMAN

I

Commercial and public organizations as well as industrial organizations concerned with training
supervisors and building leaders are already using thousands of copies of this comprehensive
text manual which is based on tested methods used in training over 50,000 foremen. Here are
the outlines for a course of thirty-two lessons together with a detailed discussion of effective
procedures in conducting classes. Grows out of the author's work both in private industry and
$3.00
for the federal government.

I

HARPER & BROTHERS

I

Order these books at your bookstore or direct on approval from

49 East 33rd Street

NEW YORK

Research Needs and Special Library
Facilities'
By HERBERT F. KRIEGE, Ph.D.
Technical Director, The France Stone Company, Toledo, Ohio

I

T IS perhaps a fortunate matter that in
the field of human relations we rarely
find our status to be that of equilibrium; either we owe someone a favor, or he
owes us, and in our efforts to restore the
balance, we expend the energies and create
the flow which keep the waters of our
relationship from stagnation. All of my
adult life I have recognized the obligation
and debt of gratitude to the libraries that
have been available to me. I have prized
stack privileges above every other academic right at the several schools of my
experience. I deem i t therefore a great
pleasure to be able in some small measure
to return the courtesies which libraries
have extended to me in the past, as well as
in the present.
In dealing with a compound subject
such as Research Needs and Special Library
Facilities, my portion of this subject is
obviously the research needs-yours, the
special library facilities. Therefore, I trust
you will do me the courtesy of mentally
applying the answer as I outline the needs.
In this wise we can perhaps arrive together
a t some sort of a debit-credit balance,
which is at least a portion of the purpose of the discussion.
RESEARCH
NEEDS
The researcher needs the special and
other library facilities for several obvious
reasons, among them the following:

'

Prepared from a talk presented t o the Special
Libraries Association meeting in Toledo, Ohio, October 18, 1941.

(a) To obtain ideas. Completed ideas
are the greatest achievement of the human
mind. Whence ideas come we do not know
and we have yet to learn how t o prepare
properly for their coming. Ideas must not
necessarily work in order to be good, since
change in time or condition may correct
that situation.
(b) To browse in other fields. Ideas in
researchers minds are usually not only
"fuzzy", to use a photographer's expression, but by comparison are actually longhaired in their early form. Most of them
need a surprising amount of dressing down
before any work can actually be done on
them. General reading greatly aids at that
point, as the recorded trials and mistakes
are observed and studied in the available
literature.
(c) To uncover the near successes. Very
often ideas have been partially successful,
but have been blocked by some discordant
factor, which with a slight improvement
in approach or technique may make the
ideas workable. All of us realize that i t is
much easier to improve upon a suggestion
than i t is to originate a new concept.
(d) To conserve energy. Before research
work is actually begun, much library work
should be done to learn what is already
known about the subject, and thus to
avoid useless duplication. Such duplication is often considered a serious crime in
academic circles; to wit, the refusal of
higher institutions of learning in granting
advanced degrees to candidates whose
works show too much similarity or some
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duplication with work already done and
recorded.
RESEARCH
PROBLEMS
While research problems vary with each
industry, certain generalities can be made.
Thus we find that most of the problems
classify themselves into one of the following groups :
I. The improvement in present products
or methods of production.
z. The discovery of new methods and
production processes.
3 . The substitution of materials for
those long considered standard. This item
is obviously of considerable importance at
times of national stress such as the present.
4. The simplication of production methods. Certainly in a basic industry, such as
the mineral aggregate industry in which
my work lies, the chief successes rarely
come through the highly involved "Archibald Butts" types of equipment and technique, but rather through the further
simplification of a relatively simple operation or process. I feel that this point deserves further emphasis for its pedagogical
value, since too often the students in our
scientific courses are taught to honor unduly the highly involved apparatus or
procedure, when more often their life's
work will demand that they learn how to
do the comparative simple things more
easily, more economically or more simply.
5 . The development on a full scale of
operations which research has suggested
as being possible. No doubt more slips
occur between the cup of the research
work and the lip of successful operation
on a full scale basis than anywhere else
along the line of scientific endeavor. The
pathway of technical progress is strewn
with the skeletons of ideas that worked
admirably under laboratory control, but
which were inadequate when translated
to plant production in which unskilled
labor and large mechanical units pre-
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dominate, and in which economical values
are paramount.
6. The adjustment of products and materials to society, or vice versa. Time and
again we see the incongruous situation of
a social need and no proper way of satisfying that need with our present knowledge. The reverse is also true, that many
a discovery or invention which is patently
correct and successful from the scientific
point of view must wait unused until a
need is felt for the products that have been
so adroitly fashioned. During that period
of lag or hysteresis, the technical man
takes a considerable amount of sarcastic
abuse, merely because of being out of step
with the rest of the parade.
May I refer to the stone industry for a
moment. As raw material, limestone is
used in at least fifty industries, many of
them of major importance to our civilized
life. The conversion of limestone to lime
by proper burning methods results in a
product which itself finds place in at least
two hundred industrial uses. It is quite
apparent, therefore, that if the researcher
in all modesty accepts the challenge that
he should know more about his raw material than the pcrson who purchases and
uses this material in any one of the industries referred to above, our modest
researcher is evidently committing himself to a task of nlultitudinous variations
and immense proportions.
For quite a while, the stone industry
was able to satisfy most comers by having
a sufficient knowledge of the usual physical and chemical qualities of the products,
such as the hardness, toughness, resistance
to abrasion, chemical and mineral composition and similar characteristics. Of
late, the importance of soundness or durability has assumed the position of first
importance. With Emerson, we have become more interested in "What the
centuries say over against the hours."
Not long since i t was my lot to be confronted with a problem in which the odor
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given off by a certain stone in a roasting
process was the all important thing, because the workmen most closely associated
with the operation did not like the particular fragrance exuded. As yet, nothing
in my experience has helped me solve the
problem of what to do with a person who
does not like an odor, even if that odor be
quite harniless and respectable. Some persons just do not enjoy the fragrance which
a rose gives off, and for them a rose by
any fancy name whatsoever is still an
unpleasant experience. The fact that the
situation described above with the odoriferous stone involved one of the largest
industrial corporations of the world did
not lessen the objection, nor make any
easier the solution of the problem. 'The
only way out was to discontinue the use of
the stone which was not pleasing to the
laborers.
Senseless though i t may seem, many
purchasers of stone base their judgment
not on its chemical or usual physical
merits, but upon the appearance of the
product. It therefore may put the researcher to no little task to improve the
appearance of a crude product until i t
satisfies the aesthetic taste of the prospective customer.
When a product, no matter how crude
or refined, has an unfavorable bearing upon
the health of the operators in the production or utilization process, all other characteristics must stand aside while the
precautionary measures necessary t o health
are employed. For example, silicosis is an
industrial disease which is associated with
several of the mineral industries that make
fine dusts containing free silica during
their operations. These dusts can be inhaled, and after inhalation may cause a
toxic effect upon the lung tissue of the
persons exposed to the dusts. Nothing but
complete elimination of these dust hazards will suffice, no matter how inconvenient or costly may be the measures.
Another common example is the ice
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control process necessary to make our
highways and pavements safe during the
winter months. The present techniques of
applying certain salts result in a considerable corrosive effect, causing scaling and
deeper corrosion of our concrete surfaces.
This condition greatly shortens the life
of the concrete surface and renders its
hope for permanence a very uncertain
matter. However, the researcher in this
field has only one course to pursue, namely
to find some means by which the concrete
can be made durable to the corrosive
agents now used in ice control methods,
or to find some way of removing ice from
our highways by means less injurious to
the road surface. These problems may be
social in their nature, but their solution lies
in the chemical and physical research field.
In citing the breadth of the field in
which the researcher of a crude product
finds himself, I feel compelled to raise the
question of the extent to which the researcher need immerse himself in the library resources available to him. There
is one classic example in my experience of
a graduate student preparing for his Master of Science thesis in a subject that was
quite new to most of us at the time. To be
specific, i t dealt with the effect which
polarized light may have on the crystallization habits of certain salts, in tending to
disturb the usual balance between the crystal forms which are mirror images of each
other, but in all other respects alike. This
man devoted three-fourths of his academic
time to getting his bibliography completed before the actual laboratory investigation was begun, and by the end of
his search for previous work on the subject, he had read and reviewed twenty-two
hundred ( u r n ) references. Obviously, this
kind of thoroughness is not always needed
and is certainly seldom shown, but i t does
give the uninitiated some idea of what
may be required to exhaust thoroughly
the present literature on any subject, however restricted i t may seem.

- .
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T o attempt to record a list of references
which will satisfy most conditions in the
research field would be utterly foolish.
However, gratitude to certain fountains
of information leads me to mention several sources which have proven most
fruitful in the field of research in the
mineral industries. The following are
listed without any thought as to the order
of their importance:
(a) Handbooks of chemistry and physics, critical tables, etc., which form the
backdrop for nearly any scientific work.
(b) Specifications-Industrial,
state,
federal, etc., which control the end products desired, both positive and negative.
(c) Technical societies publications, especially those of the American Society
for Testing Materials and similar groups
in other countries.
(d) Trade journals in the special fields.
(e) Patent literature.
(f) The compilations of individual men,
of whom J. W. Mellor is among the greatest in the physical and chemical sciences.
In honor of this man's thoroughness, I
am pleased to record that my experience
has usually been to begin my bibliographical search by reading w h a t J. W. Mellor
has to say on the subject, read as widely
elsewhere as time permits, and then close
with Mellor.

I t is one of the amazing and disturbing
truths in scientific work that mass production often precedes research, and that
by a considerable span of years. An example may be taken from the airplane
industry, which has assumed tremendous
importance in our civic and national
scheme of things. As late as 1926 studies
were being instituted a t one of our few
aeronautical research fields to determine
w h a t stresses the various parts of an airplane attain in flight. It would seem that
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an airplane manufacturer would have to
know these fundamentals before beginning
t o design and construct an airplane, yet
this information was lacking a decade
after airplanes had been built in quantities
for peaceful pursuits or for use by warring
nations.
Glass has been a common commodity i n
many ways through long centuries, but
i t is in 1941 that we find the first really
fundamental work being done on the
compressive strength which common glass
containers, like bottles, develop in their
vertical position. Such information would
seem to be quite vital to the proper design
and manufacture of a glass container, yet
these have been used by the billions without this fundamental research to point the
proper way.
Portland cement has been known as the
most essential ingredient in concrete for
over one hundred years. It was a well
recognized fact that the deficiency or excess of this ingredient could have serious
effect upon the properties of the resulting
concrete. Yet the builders and buyers of
concrete were without any method of determining how much of this ingredient
had been used in a concrete pavement or
structure until recent years produced a
method.
CONCLUSION
These simple illustrations should show
that the researcher's work often follows
industrial and manufacturing practices
rather than providing the leadership in
these same fields. Obviously, staggering
losses of human effort and materials have
accompanied the unscientific trial and
error methods which many industrial
processes have been forced to follow. I t
is quite apparent that there is a place for
the research mind and the trained technician in many of the more prosaic and
commonplace industrial fields. The observations yet to be made there and the
relationships still to be shown will help
make the path of progress easier.

Employment Opportunities for
Special Libraries'
By HAZEL OHMAN OILLE
Research Librarian, Division of Placement and Unemployment Insurance,
Department of Labor, New York, New York

M

Y EMPLOYER is the New York
State Division of Placement
and Unemployment Insurance,
in the Department of Labor, and, as this
impressive name implies, i t embraces not
only the agencies for unemployment
insurance tax collection and benefit payment, but also the public placement
agency, i.e. the New York State Employment Service.
Our library was first established in
1934 as a research laboratory for the New
York State Employment Service. We
knew, however, that if the Unemployment Insurance Law, introduced in the
1935 Legislature were passed, i t would
probably be administered in connection
with the State Employment Service within
the Department of Labor, and we began
early to develop the library along those
lines. Consequently, when unemployment insurance came t o pass in New York
State, the second State in the country to
adopt the measure, we were prepared. We
had collected all available pertinent data.
Today, we service a staff of almost 5,000
persons operating throughout the State.
Our collection covers all important occupations and industries in New York
State. We gather and disseminate t o
various operating units information of immediate interest regarding the labor
Address before meeting of the Connecticut Chapter, S. L. A., Hartford, Connecticut, September 1.2,
1941-

market; data on new industries, migration
of workers, expansion, shut-downs, seasonality, employer and union relations,
etc.; reports from other state agencies on
operations, training procedures and general experience. These are of great interest to both administrative and research
staffs. Last year more than 50,ooo items
were sent t o local offices throughout the
State on permanent loan. This material
is for an indefinite period (probably never
t o be returned). Approximately 10,000
items were circulated on a temporary loan
basis, i.e., to be returned to the library
when the need is over. As research librarian for this state agency, I observe
and analyze statistical data on changing
employment opportunities in all fields,
from domestic employment to metal
trades, t o shipbuilding, t o special librarianship!
I had the privilege of being a member of
the National Employment Committee of
the Special Libraries Association from
1936-1940, and have some very pet
theories of my own as to preparation for
employment and development of employment opportunities in the special libraries'
field. I have been extremely interested,
both as a member of t h e Association and
and as a state employee, in the cooperative efforts of the Special Libraries Association and the New York State Employment Service to develop a placement
program.
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These efforts date back to 1936 when little over half of them were actually
the New York Chapter of the Associa- filled. That sounds pretty bad, doesn't it?
tion designated the Service as the place- During a period when jobless people were
ment agency for its members. A large searching everywhere without success
number of special librarians and assistants for jobs qualified applicants could not be
were placed by the Professional Office of located for 39 librarianships. This record
the State Employment Service during the is not so astonishing, however, when you
first four years of this collaboration. break the figures down and discover what
More recently, this record has lagged they mean. More than half of the opensomewhat, for various reasons: the de- ings in the business field and in the social
fense program, the pending complete reor- sciences were filled. But, in the important
ganization of the State Employment field of science and technology, less than a
Service in New York City; and the grow- third of the jobs were filled. More than
ing interest of the Association in handling two-thirds of the openings were canthe placement of its members at S. L. A. celed. Comparing this record with a
headquarters. When reorganization of more recent one, Mrs. Stebbins reports
the State Employment Service is con- from S. L. A. Headquarters that since
cluded, a new promotional and field June 23 of this year she has received 28
work program will be instituted t o re- job orders, 9 of which have been filled.
cruit professional personnel, including This record must explain itself since there
librarians, and t o secure an increasing are plenty of librarians. The answer is
number of employer requests. The Em- in the scarcity of librarians who have
ployment Service will then be in an even specialized knowledge, and particularly
better position t o cooperate actively with of librarians who are qualified t o iill
the Association. In the meantime a positions requiring scientific background.
personnel office has been established at
S. L. A. national headquarters which
seeks to place S. L. A. active members
The Professional Office found that emw h o have satisfactory training and ex- ployers were often elastic as t o the properience. Even with this separate effort, fessional library training they required,
cooperation has continued between the but they were very positive and rigid in
Association and the State Employment other requirements. No substitutes were
accepted for knowledge of the subject in
Service.
Out of the common experience of the which the library specialized, and some of
two organizations in the past five years, i t the subjects included engineering, chemishas been possible to learn some lessons. try, medicine, labor, advertising, art, ecoA few of the first came from a study nomics and accountancy. Knowledge of
that was made t w o and a half years after languages was also important. In the scithe collaboration between the Associa- ence-technology field, knowledge of scition and the State. In that t w o and entific German was needed for the majority
.one-half year period, 138 job openings for of positions, and now Spanish has been
special librarians were handled by the added as a requirement in these fields.
State Employment Service Professional
In response to these demands for specialOffice. Sixty-five of these jobs were in ists, w h a t was the State Employment
the business field, zz in the field of science Service able t o provide? At the time the
and technology and 15 in the social study was made, the Professional Ofice of
sciences. Here were 138 openings in a the Employment Service had applications
t w o and one-half year period, but only a for employment on hand of 353 so-called
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special librarians. The group as a whole
was experienced, averaging twelve and
one-half years, but a large number of it, at
least 36 per cent, included persons whose
experience could only be classified as general or public library experience: while a
few were graduates of library schools w h o
had not yet selected a field of specialization. It is now noted, however, both at the
S. L. A. Personnel Office and at the N. Y.
S. E. S. Professional Office that some of the
very recent college graduates are coming
into the field actually equipped with scientific background. One additional factor
affected the number of placements that
could be made. A large percentage of the
calls were for junior workers or assistants.
This is indicated by the fact that although
the salaries offered ranged from $20 a week
to $67.50, the salaries offered by 60 per
cent of the employers were under $30 a
week. This heavy demand for junior workers, weighed against the fact that the
average age of the librarian job-seekers
was just under 39 years, indicates another
factor in the placement problem. I t is
natural that the heaviest demand should
be for beginners and for assistants, because
head librarianships are, of course, usually
filled through promotion. Many of the
positions which were referred to S. L. A.
headquarters this year were later canceled
because of interna! pron~otionpossibilities.
There is only occasional demand for the
older worker. "Under 55" is usually the
age specification in these cases. There are
however always exceptions even to this
limit, and recently two librarians, both
over 57 years of age, were placed w i t h an
industrial engineering firm. More commonly, the age specification is "under 3 5 .
Aside from the question of age i t seems
t o me i t is important for us t o know, and
t o pass on to aspirants in our profession,
as much information as we can about what
employers want. When he is seeking a
librarian-in-charge an employer is most specific in his requirements. I reiterate that
"
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there are not many of these jobs and those
openings which occur usually are filled
through promotion. But when there are
openings, the demand is usually as follows:
Five to ro years' experience
Good technical library training
Knowledge of the subject
Executivc ability
Good personality
Good appearance
Enthusiasm
Ability to get along with people

And finally, employers demand as the
prime requisite, beyond technical training,
two qualities which in their minds go
hand in hand-CHARM
(Number One)
and ANALYTICAL MINDS!
There are special requirements, too, for
assistants or Junior Librarians:
Three t o five years' experience
Good professional training
Good subject knowledge
Typing and stenographic ability
Good appearance
Good personality
Ability to do detail work

You will note that experience is always
in demand. The State Employment Service
and the S. L. A. in New York have found
i t next to impossible to place inexperienced
graduates. All employers demand experience. Very recently some have modified
this demand to accept graduates who have
had practice experience, but beyond this
limit they will not go. I consider i t extremely unfortunate that many schools,
including those in New York City, have
no provision for practice experience as a
part of the regular curriculum.
FOR EMPLOYMENT
PREPARATION

The variety of technical and specialized
knowledge that may be demanded of the
specialized librarian is almost limitless and
the defense boom with its expansion of
laboratories and factories, has created
many new opportunities. It is extremely
important for the would-be librarian t o
decide as early as possible, even before she
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begins her professional education, what
special field she is going to master. When
the New York State Employment Service
made its study of opportunities for special
librarians, a check was made of the college
majors of the applicants for jobs. Literature topped the list. Only 8 per cent had
had a science major, and only 2 per cent
had majored in the social sciences. If this
situation is t o be corrected, and if the
special libraries field is t o grow as i t
should, we must catch the embryos early.
We must keep them away from history and
literature, at least as majors, and w e must
steer them into economics, chemistry,
physics and the other sciences. We must
give them technical background. However, there is a slight trend today in this
direction among college applicants. Just
recently the Professional Office filled a
position requiring a knowledge of chemistry, biochemistry, nutrition, French, German and Spanish. The sad part of the story
is that the job paid $35 a week. The astonishing part is that i t was filled a t that
price. The moral is that professional library training is not enough and if we are
wise, we will advise these librarians-to-be
to secure clerical training too. I would consider that I had failed in my responsibility
if I ever let any child of mine finish her
schooling without learning stenography,
typing and filing regardless of choice of
career, because these three can be sesames
t o doors one otherwise might never be able
t o enter.
I t is important t o remember that our
field is young; that many business organizations and industrial and scientific establishments need libraries but do not have
them. The best opportunity before young
librarians today, I believe, is t o obtain a
position in a growing laboratory or research organization as an office employee
and create her own library and her own
librarianship then and there if all other
approaches have failed. A primary qualification is ability t o become part of the
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organization of which one is a member.
And i t is that ability which employers
have in mind when they say they want
charm, and good personality, and ability
to get along with others. The librarian has
t o anticipate the needs of men and women
w i t h many different jobs and many different responsibilities in a single organization. The library is a tool that is not automatic with most people. The special librarian has to feed material t o the person who
is going t o need i t before he realizes he
needs i t and has to keep i t coming. She
must not only disseminate, but popularize.
She must be a part of the organization, an
integral part, not just an automaton t o
order, catalogue and discharge materials.
Any well-trained clerk can do that. The
librarian must know the subject matter
and the work of the organization, and she
should never permit routine work to become a drag. A word here about one particularly important phase of library work
often looked upon as dull routine. Special
cataloguing is not dull. It is extremely important in a special library t o have the
cataloguing well organized, so that only
materials of real and permanent value are
catalogued thoroughly. I t is the job of the
librarian t o know at a glance what is important and what is t o be kept, what is
important but only temporarily so, and
what should be discarded. There should
never be a tie-up of materials-catalogued
or not catalogued-when there is need for
them within one's organization. Special
library cataloguing differs from public
library cataloguing, in that i t must be
more detailed. It has t o be a bibliography
omnibus, covering all subjects important
to one's organization.
Special librarians Iabor under a serious
handicap if they have inadequately trained
assistants, and one of the principal clauses
in my credo is insistence on well-trained,
well-paid staff. The salaries offered professional library assistants are usually
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lower than those offered research personnel. Actually they should be a t the same
level, and qualifications on the same par
should be demanded. The reason so many
library positions go unfilled is because
persons with the qualifications demanded
cannot be had for the money offered.
Just as employment opportunities have
been increasing in all fields because of the
defense program, so have opportunities for
librarians expanded. I t may interest you
t o know that an excellent field has developed in Army work. There also seems
t o be somewhat of a shortage of male librarians for newspaper libraries. In general, both the New York State Employ-
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ment Service and S. L. A. report a situation
greatly improved as compared w i t h the
past t w o years. This, of course, is true in
all fields of employment. In August the
New York State Employment Service
struck an all-time high in placements, filling 49,938 jobs in a single month, a 5 5 per
cent increase as compared w i t h August a
year ago. That shows the direction in
which we are heading. Priorities are putting a dent into the general picture of improvement in some localities, but this
situation has not yet affected any special
libraries in New York, and I think w e
may look forward t o steady expansion
and increase in special libraries.

Insuring and Placing Insurable Values
on Your Library Collection'
By W. G. RICH
Assistant Manager, Royal-Liverpool Groups and President, Fire Underwriters
Association of the Pacific, San Francisco, California

F

AR too often, when studying an
insurance problem, we devote our
attention t o the rate and premium.
That is, and should be, the least important
factor, both f r o a the standpoint of the
insured as well as the insurer. You cannot
determine the price t o charge for an article
until you know not only the kind but the
quality of the merchandise you wish to
sell. This holds true of insurance as well
as of other commercial undertakings. Insurance is a commercial undertaking, and
in my opinion not a profession, though
some would try t o make i t appear so.
Paper given a t the Western Regional Meeting of
the Special Libraries Association, Del Monte, California, October 18, 1941.

You, as the insured, have library collections which cost money t o create, and i n
the event of the damage or destruction of
those collections, you wish t o have money
t o restore the damaged property. You
want t o know that you have adequate
protection, but you do not want t o pay
a premium on an amount of insurance
greater than the value of the property a t
risk.
I t is by no means an easy matter t o determine the value of a library collection.
All standard fire insurance policies in use
throughout the United States are contracts of Indemnity and provide that the
insurance company "shall not be liable
beyond the actual cash value of the in-
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terest of the Insured in the property at
the time of loss or damage nor exceeding
what i t would then cost the Insured to
repair or replace the same with material
of like kind and quality". This is the exact language of the California Standard
Fire Insurance Policy as created by the
Legislature of the State of California and
not by the insurance companies. The wording of the new New York Standard Fire
Insurance Policy, the principal one used
in this country, is more explicit because i t
provides, "the company does insure t o
the extent of the actual cash value (estimated after proper deduction for depreciation) of the property at the time of loss
or damage, but not exceeding the amount
which i t would cost to repair or replace
the same with material of like kind and
quality within a reasonable time after
such loss or damage".
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in the Association's bulletins. Their B d e tin for June, 1934 has the following to
say:
"Another extremely important matter is the average valuations which are placed upon the books on
library shelves. This refers to the general collection
and not t o reference books, or books which have, for
any reason, peculiar value. The average value of such
general collections is not well established and the
amount of insurance carried on such general collections probably varies widely. Valuable information
on this subject could be gathered through a questionnaire, for the risk of greatest loss lies in the book
collection, as books are susceptible t o high water
damage. The question of depreciation also enters
vitally into fire losses on books."

In the July, 1935 Bdletin the subject
was again considered at greater length
and reference was made therein to a 1930
report of a Committee on Fire Insurance
which gives an average valuation for small
libraries of from $I .oo to $I. go per volume.
THEPROBLEMOF "ACTUALCASHVALUE" Other classifications were evaluated, and
What is the "actual cash value" of a recommended amounts for average cost
library collection? I t cannot be the cost per volume and insurable values given.
In April, 1936 an American Library Asof replacement, for books in frequent use
suffer depreciation. Some books are en- sociation committee report went into the
hanced in value by reason of their rarity. subject exhaustively, special attention beFirst editions are frequently worth far ing paid to the use of co-insurance or avermore than the original cost. The same may age clauses. These provide in effect that in
be said about books which are out of consideration of a reduced rate of preprint but which are recognized as being mium, the insured shall carry a certain
standard works of literature and are prac- percentage of insurance t o value a t risk,
tically irreplaceable. Other types of books and failing to do so the insured shall, in
have very short reading lives, and that is the event of a loss, contribute to the loss
true, I suppose, of a great deal of modern in the proportion that the deficiency beliterature. Today's best seller may be a tween the amount of insurance carried
drug on the market next year. I suspect and the percentage stipulated bears to the
practically every library has on its shelves value a t the time of the loss. The Lisome books of which i t would gladly rid bray Jozlrnal for September, 1937 has an
itself. What is the value of these various excellent article written by Mr. Clifford
L. King, Assistant Manager of the Pacific
types of books?
I t is fundamental in insurance practice Coast Department of the United States
that the insured determine the value of Fire Insurance Company, on the subject
his property. This is not the duty of the "Oakland Public Library's Insurance Proinsurance company. The American Library gram". This article should be read by
Association has not been unmindful of every librarian responsible for the placing
this, for there are many references to i t of insurance on his collection.
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Not so long ago an adjuster employed
by an insurance company, in attempting to
discover what method of valuation was
generally in use by libraries in establishing
insurable value, found there was no dcfinite procedure t o follow, and the value of
books, especially old editions and volumes
out of print, was very controversial. A
certain university library, for example,
accessioned its books at cost plus 8 0 i per
volume and if a volume was lost, collected from the borrower the cost price
plus SOL!. The library stated it actually
cost them 83$ to catalog a book properly
and that the catalog was worth thousands
of dollars. Another library accessioned its
books at cost and then depreciated them
334y0 after they were in circulation about
two months. On the first anniversary date
an additional 33+yo was removed.
The Washington State Library at Olympia, Washington, included in its October,
1939 Library News Bulletin a questionnaire
to the various cities in the State of Washington concerning valuation of books In
city libraries. Six cities replied giving their
valuation of fiction, non-fiction and reference books. There was a wide variation in
the prices of the volumes. One library
valued its fiction books at $LOO per copy
and another at 33L The average for the
six libraries reporting was 92&$.Similarly,
wide variations were found both in nonfiction and reference books, non-fiction
ranging all the way from 33 C to $2.00 per
copy-an average for the six libraries of
$ I . 17. Reference books ranged from 33 0 t o
$3.37 per copy-an average for the six
libraries of $I .g3.
The Library Journal, Volume 5 2 , Page
828, in an article on "Insurance for
Libraries", gives the following view:
"Very little definite information was secured from
replics to the survey concerning the basis of valuation
of books for insurance purposes and the method of
arriving at the value of the book collection and
whether depreciation is charged off from the cost
price of the books.
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"Reports concerning the basis of valuation range
from 60'3& to 100% of the cost price of the books.
Some take actual cost price. Many libraries estimate
the value of the books at a certain amount per volume.
Thcse estimates vary from
t o $3.00 a volume, or t o
larger amounts for ccrtain classes. Somc estimatc $I
for fiction and juvenile; $1 ordinary non-fiction; $3
for periodicals and reference. Berkeley Public Library
valucs a11 special volumes shclved in the closcd section
at $4, bascd upon actual physical count. Brooklyn
Public Library lists some of the most valuable by
title in the insurance policy and insure for their full
value. All others are lumped together at a 'salvage' rate
of $1 pcr volume. Denver Public Library insured a t a
low valuation of go# per volumc because in fireproof
building; in branches, due to grcater fire hazard, $ I ;
no depreciation deducted and no increase for yearly
growth."

As I stated before, it is the duty of the
insured and not the insurance company
to estimate the value of his property. I t
seems to me that in view of the uncertainty that exists in regard to the proper
valuation of a library collection, the
library associations throughout the country might profitably give this matter their
further consideration and produce a value
classification which would be accepted
by the profession as the standard for
insurance purposes.

The first step logically would be the
formation of a value classification for
various types of books. On the one hand,
you may have books which are so rare
and irreplaceable that their intrinsic value
cannot be determined. On the other, there
are, no doubt, many books in every library
which have little or no value. In between
there are many grades of classification.
The values of unusual value which cannot be replaced, such as antiques, rare
books or manuscripts should not be insured under the usual fire policy that
limits the recovery t o the "actual cash
value" estimated after proper deductions
for depreciation. Their value is enhanced
by reason of their rarity, and there is no
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"actual cash value" nor commercial value,
except through auction sales' catalogs
which may not necessarily give a fair
indicarion of their value. Such books
should be appraised by recognized authorities and specifically insured for a
stated amount per book under a policy
known as an "All Risks" policy. This
policy is a "valued policy", the amount
of insurance being agreed upon as the
value of the books, and covers not only
the hazards of fire, but practically "All
Risks" with the exception of wear and
tear and deterioration.
For the usual type of library, the value
should be based upon the replacement
cost, if replaceable, less rather substantial
depreciation-not, in any event, less than
joyo per volume for books in use one year
or more. This depreciation seems necessary
for those which are in frequent use and
pass through many hands. Books which
are irreplaceable, because they are out of
print, but which do not fall in the category
of rarity or antique, have no actual commercial value but may have some utility
value. The amount determined is arbitrary as i t is entirely a matter of judgment. However, depreciation on such
volumes should be quite heavy, about 7570
of the original cost. The library should,
of course, keep an up-to-date shelf-list or
inventory of the books, grouped by various classifications. An average price per
book for each class would form a dependable basis for placing the insurance
and for proving a loss.
Sufficient insurance should be carried t o
allow for the loss of the shelf-list, and the
public catalog or any special catalogs.
The amount of the insurance should be
based upon the cost of restoration in case
they are destroyed. The accession register
or the shelf-list, or a duplicate thereof,
should be kept in a fireproof vault when
not in use, or if such a vault is not available, i t should be kept in a separate building other than the library itself.
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CONCLUSION
To summarize, either some form of accession register or a shelf-list is essential
as an inventory record for insurance purposes. This list should be kept, when not
in use, in a fireproof room or a fireproof
safe. Rare and valuable books and manuscripts which cannot be replaced should
not be insured under the ordinary fire
policy, but specifically insured under an
"All Risks" policy based upon an appraisal of each volume. The remaining
books, which form the bulk of the library's collection, should be segregated
into various classifications, and an average
value per book established for each classification, with due consideration being
given: first, to replacement cost if replaceable; second, to depreciation for wear
and tear and handling; third, to heavy
depreciation for books which are out of
print but which have no particular value.
Unquestionably, every library has accumulated over a period of years some books
which would not be replaced even though
they were to be destroyed. These should
be given a nominal or salvage value.
Others which are in common use and
which would be replaced if destroyed may
be estimated at approximately 33+% to
5oyo of the replacement price.
The policy, itself, will not necessarily
indicate the valuation placed on each
classification, but will be a lump sum
(with or without co-insurance or average clause, depending upon 'the desires of
the insured) covering the contents of the
library, including books, shelf-list and
even furniture and fixtures. In case of
loss, the librarian could refer to his classification of values to support his claim.
If this classification followed a standard
which had been adopted by the library
profession, and, therefore, free from the
bias of individual judgment, i t would
be accepted by the insurance adjuster
and thus enable both insured and insurer
to arrive at an amicable settlement of the
claim.

Filing the Corporate Entry for the
Catalog User
By HERBERT E. SHUFRO
New York University Library, School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance, New York, New York

T

HE average student or library
reader often encounters great d i 6 culty when trying to find the entry
in a card catalog for a publication issued
by a government body or a learned society.
Even staff members frequently have to
spend too much time searching for a specific entry, particularly when some of the
information relating to the issuing body
is lacking. This article will attempt to
describe two ways in which filing can be
simplified and catalog entries thereby
made more accessible. We shall deal with
official United States government publications only. However, the same plan
can easily be applied to the filing of cards
for other corporate entries.

[3] U. S. Interstate commerce com-

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

While the method of filing corporate
entry cards in the public catalog varies
from library to library, certain common
practices, with resulting difficulties, are
found in most filing systems. These practices are:
I) Added entry cards, arranged by
author, are filed after main entry
cards; and,
2) Subdivisions of an issuing office
follow all the cards by and relating
to the office as a whole.
Thus, the following sequence is the one
which is generally used:
[I]

mission.
Rules of practice before the commission in procccdings under the Interstate commerce act. . .
U. S. Interstatc commerce commission.
Lust, Herbert C.
Digest of decisions under the Interstate commerce act. . .
U. S. Interstate commerce commission.
Stevens, W. H. S.
Railroad sinking funds and funded
debt. . .
U. S. Interstate commerce commission.
U. S. Laws, statutes, etc.
The Interstate commerce act. . .
published by thc Interstatc commcrcc
commission. . .
U. S. I n t e r s t a t e c o m m e r c e

commission^
Whitridge, Horatio Lorenzo
The Interstate commerce commission. . .
[8] U. S. Interstate commerce commission. Bureau of safety.
Tabulation of statistics pertaining
to signals. . .
[g] U. S. Interstate commerce commission. Bureau of statistics.
Comparative statements of railway
operating statistics. . .
[IO] U. S. Interstate commerce cornmission. Bureau of statistics.
Freight commodity statistics--Class
I steam raiZways in the United
States. . .

(author)

(added entry)

(addcd entry)

(added m t o )

(subjctf)
(red)'

(author and
subdivision)

(author and
subdivision)

(author and
subdivision)

U. S. Interstate commerce com-

mission.
(author)
Annual report. . .
[I] U. S. Interstate commerce commission.
Exercises commemorating thc fifty
years' service of the Interstate commerce
commission. . .

PERSONAL
AUTHORS
AND SUBDIVISIONS
We find that a book with the title
Railroad Sinking Funds and Funded Debt
Boldface type indicates words which would be
red in the catalog.
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issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission, but cataloged under the pcrsonal
author, docs not appear in the main alphabet under U. S. Interstate Commercc
Commission, whcre the catalog user is
most likcly to look. He will have to look,
instead, in a second alphabet arranged by
author, a process difficult enough for
anyone but a librarian, even if the personal
author is known. Since the author is
frequently omitted from bibliographies
which list government publications, the
library patron will have to look through
many added entries before finding the one
in which he is interested.
Even more confusing is the case of the
Freight Commodity Statistics which is issued
by the Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission (See no. 10
above). While the reader may know t h a t
the Freight Commodity Statistics is issued
by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the chances are that he will not know that
the subdivision called the Bureau of
Statistics of the I. C. C. is considered the
official author. Therefore, when he looks
in the catalog, under U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission, he will find nothing
by the title of Freight Commodity Statistics.
Believing that he does not know the exact
title, he may look through all the author
cards of the Interstate Commerce Commission, but he will not find it. After
finishing the I. C. C. author cards (if he
has not given up by this time) he will have
to thumb through the added entries for
fear that the Library may have entered
the publication under a personal author's
name, and only in this way indicated that
i t was an Interstate Commerce Commission report. Still no card for Freight Commodity Statistics is found. If he has enough
ambition and desire to continue, he will
have to examine all cards under:
U. S. Interstate commcrce commission.
locomotive inspection;
U. S. Interstate commerce commission.
motor carriers;

Bureau of
Burcau of

and

U. S. Intcrstatc commcrcc commission. Burcau of
safety;
before he even turns to

U.S. Interstate commcrcc commission. Burcau of
statistics.

It is true that a publication with a distinctive title will have a title entry in the
catalog, but our aim is to make all entries,
author or titlc, easy to find.

Cards will be more readily found if all
author and added entries of a given ofice
and its subdivisions are filed together in
one alphabet according to title. Subject
cards preceded by a guide card (e.g., U. S.
I. C. C. [as subject]) follow. This can be
done without altering the form of the
Library of Congress or any other "unit
card" used. The above cards would now
be arranged:
[I] U. S. Intcrstate commerce com(author)
mission.
Annual report. . .
(2)

U. S. Interstate commerce corn- (author and

mission. Burcau of statistics. subdivision)
Comparative statemcnt of railway
optrating statistics. . .
[3] U. S. Interstate commcrce commission.
(added entry)
Lust, Herbert C.
Dggcst of decisions under the Intcrstate commercc act. . .
[4] U. S. Intcrstatc commcrce commission.
(author)
Excrciscs commemorating the $fry
years' service of the Interstatd commcrce
commission. . .
[s] U. S. Interstate commerce corn- (authorand
mission. Bureau of statistics. subdivision)
Freight commodity statistics--Class
I steam railways in the United
States. . .
[6] U. S. Intcrstate commerce commission.
(added entry)
U. S. Laws, statutes, etc.
The Interstate commerce act. . .published by the Interstate commerce
commission. . .
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t7] U.

S. Interstate commerce commission.
(added entry)
Stevens, W. H. S.
Railroad sinking funds and funded
dcbt. . .
[8] U. S. Interstate commerce com(author)
mission.
Rules of practice before the commission in proceedings under the Intersfate commerce act. . .
[g] U. S. Interstate commerce corn- (arcthor and
mission.
Bureau of safety. subkuision)
Tabulation of statistics pertaining
to signals. . .
[IO] U. S. Interstate commerce commissi~n.~
(subject)
Whitridge, Horatio Lorenzo
(red)2
The interstate commerce cornmission. . .

Filing in this way may make the catalog seem unfamiliar at first glance3 But
the simplicity of filing all the cards of an
issuing office in one alphabet rather than
in three or more, certainly makes a more
usable catalog than the perhaps more
"logical" system of separating added
entry and subdivisions from author cards.

That the simplified method of filing is
effective, was shown in an interesting
though very small experiment at the
Library of the School of Commerce of
New York University. Ten references to
government documents were chosen from
frequently used bibliographies (those in
American Political Science Review, Domestic
Commerce and the Superintendent of DocuSee footnote I.
3This can be arranged by drawing a thin line
through the personal author or subdivision. I t is
true that this alters the unit card, but the alteration
is not very serious since the cataloger or filer, knowing the rules by which corporate entries are filed,
can easily "trace" added entries and find subdivisions
filed in the main alphabet.
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ment's Weekly list . . . ). Five of these
illustrated publications were listed as
government documents, but cataloged by
the Library of Congress under personal
authors. The other five were examples of
subdivisions of issuing offices used as the
official author entries (e.g. U. S. National
resources committee. Science committee)
-These subdivisions were frequently not
even mentioned in the bibliographies.
Several members of the staff were asked
to time themselves in locating these items
in the U. S. section of the catalog. The
U. S. cards were then refiled according to
the system outlined above. No alteration
was made on the card itself, the change
being purely one of filing. Some time later
the same staff members retested themselves
with the same list of documents. The improvement was noticeable. Under the old
system, some were unable to find all the
documents listed. Under the new system
there was no difficulty. Moreover, the
average time required was considerably
less, and in several cases, actually halved.
It is interesting to note that the ones least
used to consulting the catalog (the type
of person most comparable to the average
public library reader) were the ones who
improved most after the change in filing.
Those used to the old system of filing (the
catalogers) improved least or not at all.
It is undoubtedly one of the important
aims of librarians to make the finding of
books by students or library readers as
simple and direct as possible. A catalog
user will find i t easier to locate a card if he
has one alphabet to look through instead
of several. Therefore cards for a corporate
body ought to be filed in a single alphabet,
regardless of whether they be author or
added entry or cards for a publication
issued by a subdivision of the main corporate body.

S.L.A. Local Institutes
An Experiment in Training
N IDEA that originated in discus-

Service' and a tentative outline of topics
was drawn up. The number of lectures
decided upon was eight periods of two
hours each. Through the courtesy of the
Enoch Pratt Free Library the Institute
meetings were held in the quarters used
by its Training Class.
"The subject chosen divided itself logically into a few major topics, as follows:
I . Different kinds of information and
reference service needed in various types of
special libraries, such as Organization libraries and Subject libraries. We began
by analyzing the seventeen kinds of service
described by Miss Morley in her report
of the Professional Standards Committee
for 1940. I. Analysis of different kindsof
organizations and clientele and the determination of desirable types of service
in each. 3. Given these facts, what
kinds of knowledge are needed in reference
and information service and how does one
orient oneself quickly in a new subject
and increase that knowledge while on the
job. 4. How to assemble a reference
collection for a new special library, from
the dictionary on up to subject materials,
and how to organize it from the point
of view of reference use. The two final
topics were search procedures; the psychology of reference work and the several
methods or mediums for effective communication of information requested.
"Elementary methods and techniques
were avoided, as were also reference methods and reference books in particular subjects. The topics were generalized in such a
way as t o be of value to all special librarians. Questions from the floor and from
the instructor as well as examples of practice from different types of libraries helped
to solve individual problems."

sions between the President of
S.L.A., the several Training Committee chairmen and others is being tried
3ut this year.
Full and enthusiastic attendance at the
Discussion Conferences held during the
two most recent Annual Conventions indicates a wide spread desire among members
for some form of in-service training and i t
was thought that the local institute idea
could be made to serve our peculiar
needs.
The first to pioneer in this new activity
is the Baltimore Chapter. Interest in the
plan spread to Washington and a similar
institute will be held there on ten evenings
in February and March. Facilities of the
Graduate School of the Department of
Agriculture were offered for meetings.
The Washington Institute is being held
under the joint sponsorship of this School,
the Washington Chapter of S.L.A. and
the District of Columbia Library Association. The course is listed in the catalog
of the Graduate School and this School is
offering credit for the course.
Miss von Hohenhoff's account of the
completed Baltimore Institute follows :
"When the idea of a library institute was
first mentioned in the Baltimore Chapter,
i t was felt that here might be our opportunity to experiment with special library
training. Since we had been considering
for several years the feasibility of sponsoring a lecture course, the institute as a training medium interested us immensely.
"Miss Morley thought that the best results would be obtained by building the
series around a single topic, developed
systematically. The subject selected was
'Special Library Information and Reference
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Events and Publications
M. MARGARET
KEHL, Department Editor
Of unusual interest, we believe, is an attractively
printed brochure on PETER COOPER;A CRITICAL
BIBLIOGRAPHY
OP HIS LIFE AND WORKS
by C. Sumner
Spalding (New York Public Library, 1941. zjp. LO
cents). The annotated entries were culled from the
union catalogues of the Library of Congress and of
Philadelphia, the New York and Boston Public
Libraries, the New York Municipal Reference Library,
the libraries of Cooper Union, the New York HIStorical Society, Columbia University and the New
York Society.

The DRIVERSMANUALof the New York State
Bureau of Motor Vehicles for 1941 (New York State
Taxation and Finance, Albany, N. Y. 6 3 p Apply)
discusses the new Financial Responsibility Law and
gives useful information on driving, parking, drivers'
examinations, signs and road marking, fees and automobile parts. I t will aid new drivers and refresh
the old.
There are also five splendidly prepared pamphlets
on traffic safety and driving published by the American Automobile Association in Washington. These
were first printed in 1937. Three were revised in 1941:
How TO DRIVE, SOUNDDRIVING PRACTICES
and
DRIVERAND PEDESTRIAN
RESPONSIBILITIES.
SOCIETY'S
RESPONSIBILITIES
and THE DRIVERwere revised in
1940. Prices vary from about twenty-five to fifty
cents, with special rates to teachers.

The Library Journal for January I , 1942 carries a
practical bibliography by Miss Jennie M. Flexner on
"The Citizen and Defense". With addresses of the
publishers, annotations and stars for first purchase, the
material includes free and inexpensive literature intended for the person who really needs it-the average
citizen, as well as his air raid protectors. Recommended.

AND RELATED
INFORMATION
by Marguerite
REFERENCES
W. Zapoleon and Louise Moore (Federal Security
Agency of the United States. Office of Education.
Vocational Division Bulletin No. 214. 1941. 16zp.
Can be secured from the U. S. Supt. of Doc. for 25
cents) you will find 1193 annotated entries covering
every phase of work preformed by women. Biographies, fiction, training suggestions and a section on

women's status are all to be found in the author,
occupational, subject and occupational organization
index.

Each one of the ~ z , m , o o opeople in the New York
region consume about 4.60 pounds of food a day. We
are told that there is approximately a month's
supply available should all transportation t o the
section suddenly be curtailed. For some time, i t bas
been impossible t o secure any true figures on this topic
of food supply and consumption. The concise study
recently presented by the Metropolitan Defense
Transport Committee, Subcommittee on Emergency
Control of Primary Food Distribution, with William
Fellowes Morgan, Jr. as its chairman, supplies this
need. CONSUMPTION-TRANSPORT-STORAGE
OF FOODFOR
THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN
AREA (December,
1941, mimeographed. j tables) can probably be
procured from the New York City Department of
Markets, at 139 Centre St., N. Y. C.

Should this information have escaped you, we quote
from the Regional Commerce Bulletin of the U . S. Dept.
of C o m m e r c ~ " T h e Reference Services, special
reports, and cooperative studies which have been
published separately for industries or for groups
interested in special projects will be consolidated into
three periodicals, each of which is designed for a
broad but homogeneous sector of the Nation's
economy. Statistical and economic interest will be
served by the Monthly Survey of Carrent Bt~siness.
Foreign-trade information will be concentrated in
Foreign Commerce Weekly. Industry and business will
find in the pages of Domestic Commerce such commercial
reports as can be published without giving aid or
comfort to our enemies." It goes on to say that the
format and paper may change and the content be
controlled so as not t o give out material which might
be useful to the enemy. Unexpired subscriptions to
the Reference Services and Reports will be, credited
to the periodical which now covers the same field.

If we seem to harp on defense items and war-time
publications, please understand that our demand for
them is great, and we imagine that you, too, need all
the various opinions. For instance, the Committee on
Public Safety of Massachusetts (The Statehouse,
Boston, Mass.) has issued the following handbooks
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29, 1941, 96 p.) tell what is expected of communities
by thc U. S. Army and Navy in the way of recreation,
the part to be played by the U.S.O., the churches and
INSTRUCTORS
IN AIR RAID PRECAUTIONS
TRAINING, the program of the federal government,-with some
discussion of the problems of each.
AIR RAID WARDENS'MANUAL,GAS DEFENSEA N D
ORGANIZATION
FOR FIRESAFETY
(Boston:
DECONTAMINATION,
AIR RAIDDEFENSE
PREP<RATIONS EMPLOYEE
FOR INDUSTRIAL
PLANTS,and E v a c u a ~ ~OFo ~CI- National Fire Protection Association a t 60 Batterymarch St., Boston, Mass. 1942, 47 p.) is the result of
VILIANS.
tried and successful factory plans t o eliminate and
extinguish fires, with particular emphasis on what t o
do in case of air raids. It will be of interest t o the
Enthusiastic comments reach us about Simon &
Schuster's new scoop-How
YOUR BUSINESSCAN department head, the plant manager and the employee.
Well-illustrated.
HELP WIN THE WAR(New York, 1942. $1.00). I t is
CONSERVING
MEN, MONEY AND MATERIALS
IN
a neat little package, paper bound, with a supplement
ESSENTIAL
INDUSTRIES
is a new report which may be
guide t o priorities, allocations and prices corrected
secured from the Welfare Division, of the Metropolit o December I , 1941, giving all the information
tan Life Insurance Company, I Madison Avenue,
necessary for those w h o wish t o do business with the
New
York. N. Y.
government.
PROM JANUARY
I, 1937 TO JANUARY
I , 1942 is more
valuable than ever, with the innumerable statutes
S e e t h e s e , if t h e y a r e in your MUNICIPAL
coming from Washington (New York: Shepard's
SALARIESI N MASSACFIUSETTS,
1940 issued by the
Citations, 76 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y.).
Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations
ON WAGE POLICYAND COST OP
MEMORANDUM
(Boston, 1941, 21 p., planograph). Figures are for the
LIVING (Boston Municipal Research Bureau, I
1940 municipal year and include towns under ~ m o ,
Court Street, Boston, Mass. December, 1941. 19 p. and
as well as large cities. There is a cost of living index
app., A-C., Apply) tells how other cities, in particular
for the state for 19zo-19:1.
Day rates are included,
St. Paul, are striving to adjust cost of living and
although the general clerical workers are omitted.
wages.
Southworth, H. M., and Klaymm, M. I.-TxE
HANDBOOKOF FEDERAL LABOR LEGISLATION
S c n o o ~LUNCHPROGRAM
A N D AGRICULTUR>.L
SURPLUS
(U. S. Supt. of Doc. 30 cents) is Bulletin No. 39,
DISPOSAL
(Washington: Bureau of Agricultural Eco1941 of the United States Division of Labor Standards,
nomics of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, October,
(150 p. looseleaf). With the subtitle Labor Laws of
1941, 65 p. Get from the U. S. Supt. of Documents,
General Application, the first part of the study
zo cents. Misc. Pub. No. 467). Ic includes procedure,
concerns laws affecting government contracts and
organization, evaluation of efFects, history, statistics
public works. Each act up t o July, 1941 is cited and
and suggestions of future developments.
sumlnarized on sections covering wages, hours, child
The 1942 edition of the AMERICAN
EXPORTTRADE
labor, industrial relations, social security, workmen's
REGISTER(New York: Resident and Foreign Buyers'
compensation and miscellaneous labor items. The
Dircctory Publishers, $10 including supplements)
index is ample, with a nickname reference. Additional
is probably more valuable than ever with the world
sheets will keep it up to date.
trade situation as it is at prcsent. Resident and
UNTIL THE DOCTORCOMES(Washington: U. S.
foreign buyers who transact business in this country
Public Health Service Publication No. 21, 1941,
are listed.
60 p., 10 cents) is a new first aid booklet which is
Two "musts" in the marketing field are the
highly recommended.
MARKETGUIDE, 1942, (Editor & Publisher, Times
SELLINGEXPENSEAND ADVERTISING
PERCENTAGES
Bldg., N. Y. C., November 29, 1941, $z.m) with its
BY INDUSTRIES
is a critical analysis of the ratio of
usual, indispensable, geographical coverage, and
sales t o expense 2s studied by the Federal Trade
the MARKET
DATABOOKFOR 1942, the annual number
Commission in the seveaty-six "Industrial Corporaof Industrzal Murketing (Advertising Publications,
tion Reports". Apply t o its compiler, the Association
Inc., roo E. Ohio AVLI.,Chicago, Ill. Free t o subof National Advertisers a t 330 West 42 Street, New
scribers) which is splendid for its trade publication
York City by referring t o Report 11-25.
classification.
PROCEEDINGS
OF THE DEFENSERECREATION
CONFERENCE,
held in connection with the Twenty-sixth
Beginning with Volume 3 (1942) the name of the
National Recreation Congress and reprinted by that
Congrcss (New York: National Recreation AssociaBibliography of Pharmacology is changed t o Bibliography
of Pharmacology and Chemotherapy. N o change in scope
tion at 315 Fourth A x . , New York, N. Y., Sept.
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is contemplated; "Chemotherapy" is added only to
FEBRUARY FORECASTS OF
make the title more accurately descriptive. Tbe
Bibliography's field is defined thus: "A reference list of
current American and foreign literature relating to the
action of known chemical compounds (natural or
(Where the publisher has supplied the price
synthetic) on animal organisms and t o therapeutic u x
and a brief descriptio?z of the book, these have
of such compounds, including clinical investigations
Been incladed)
but not including routine clinical and case reports".
Format will be modified by heading each entry AMERICA
I N TIIE PACIFIC,
by G. E. Taylor. Published
with a blank line for insertion of the subscriber's
by Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y. Price
own index heading, as an aid to those who mount
$1.50. "This book deals with the revolutionary
clipped BzbZiography items on index cards. Below this
changes in the Pacific which the attack on Pearl
line each entry will begin with an optional index
Harbor precipitated."
heading (in capitals) selected by the compiler.
APPLIEDSCIENCE,by C. W. Banks. Published by
(The annual subscription rate is $3.50, or $2.50
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y. Price?
to members of the Friends of the Hooker Scient$c
"For a foundation course for students in trade and
Library. Requests for more information or for a specitechnical schools, of particular value for use in
men page may be addressed to the Hooker ~cientihc
National Defense Training courses."
Library, Central College, Fayette, Missouri.)
ART OF WALTDISNEY,by R. D. Feild. Published by
Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y. Price
$3.50. "Without being technical, this book describes how things happen in the Disney StudioThe Philadelphia Bibliographical Center and
how ideas originate, how they finally reach the
Union Library Catalogue through its Committee on
screen.
Microphotography will issue shortly a compilation BLUEPRINTREADING,by A. A. Dick. Published by
L'NION CHECK The Ronald Press Company, New York, N. Y.
provisionally entitled PRELIMINARY
LIST OF MICROFILMS
I N AMERICAN
LIBRARIES.The
Price?
list, comprising more than 5,mo items, most of them
BOOKOF WOODCARVING,
by C. M. Sayers. Published
rare and some unique, has been made possible by the
by The Caxton Printers, Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho
contributions received from nearly every important
Price $ ~ . o o ."In his book Sayers has accomplished
library in the country-93 institutions in all. Journals,
what few have achieved: a many-pictured text
manuscripts and newspapers, as well as books, are
which makes the art of wood carving as underincluded. The list should be useful not only to libraries
standable t o the beginning student as if he were in
but also to individual scholars, especially persons
attendance in a personally supervised class."
working in the fields of American history-particoCAPTURED:
MY EXPERIENCES
AS
AN
AMBULANCE
larly local history-language, literature and literary
DRIVERAND AS A PRISONER
OF THE NAZIS,by B.
history and music. I t mill be issued in mimeograph
Myers. Published by Appleton-Century Company,
form in a limited edition of which 125 copies only will
New York, N.Y. Price $ r . ~ o .
be for sale. (Orders should be sent to the Philadelphia
CASUALTY
INSURANCE,
by C. A. Kulp. Rev. ed. PubBibliographical Center and Union Library Catalogue,
lished by The Ronald Press Company, New York,
Fine Arts Building, University of Pennsylvania,
N. Y. Price?
Philadelphia, Pa.). Price will be about $4.00.
CHEMICAL
REFININGOF PETROLEUM,
by V . Kalichevsky and B. A. Stagner. Rev. ed. Published by Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, N. Y.
THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
Price?
the largest chemical organization in the world, issues
CHILDREN
HAVETHEIRREASONS,
by W. R. Washburn.
the following publications.
1. Journal of the American Chemical Society.
Published by Appleton-Century Company, New
Monthly Price. $8.50.
York, N. Y. Price?
2. Chemical Abstracts. Semi-31onthly Price, $12.00.
CREDIT ANALYSIS& COLLECTION
PROCEDURE,
by
3. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.
Semi-Monthly Price. $4.00.
W. H. Irons. Published by The Ronald Press Com4. News Edition. Semi-Monthly Price. $2.00.
pany, New York, N. Y. Price?
10% discount on 1 and 2 when sent to the same adDAIRYENGINEERING,
by A. W. Farrall. Published by
dress and ordered together. No discount on 3 and 4.
Subscriptions accepted for calendar year only and
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y. Price?
must be paid in advance in U. S. currency.
DIRECTORY
OF MEDICALSPECIALISTS
CERTIFIEDBY
Charles L. Parsons, Business Manager
AMERICAN
BOARDS,P. Titus, Directing Editor.
1155 Sixteenth St., N. W.
Published by Columbia University Press, New
Washington, D. C., U. S. A.
York, N. Y. Price $7.00.
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AND MARKETING,
by V. B.
FARM MANAGEMENT
Hart, M. C. Cunningham and L. C. Bond. Published
by John Wilcy and Sons, Inc. New York, N. Y.
Pricc? "A textbook for courses dealing with the
business problems of farmers."
FOURTHGOSPEL,by R. H. Strachan. Published by
Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y. Price
$3.00. "This is the third edition, completely
revised, of the most outstanding study of the
significance and environment of the Gospel of
John."
AND USES,by R. E. Clarkson.
HERBS:THEIRCULTURE
Published by Macmillan Company, New York,
N. Y. Price $2.50. "Practical and authoritative,
this book gives specific information on all those
herbs, which in addition to being ornamental in
the garden, are useful in cooking, in medicine, in
household preparations and in industry."
OF QUAKERISM,
by E. Russell. Published by
HISTORY
Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y. Price
$3.00. "Here is the fascinating and authoritative
history of the Quakers."
OF SOUTHAMERICA,
by P. Radin. Published
INDIANS
by Doubleday-Doran, New York, N. Y. Price $4.00.
"This is a companion book t o Indians of
the United States, which we published two years
ago, and is a standard work on the Indians of
South America for the layman."
INTER-AMERICAN
STATISTICAL
YEARBOOK-1941,R. C.
Migone, ed. Published by Macmillan Company,
New York, N. Y. Price $6.00. "This extremely
important reference book marks a significant
step in the closer cooperation between the two
Americas."
1941, Compiled
JANE'SALL TIIE WORLD'SAIRCRAFT:
and edited by C. G. Grey and L. Bridgman. Published by Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y.
Price $19.00. "The 1941 Edition of this most complete and authoritative book presents as full as
possible a record of aeronautical progress everywhere during the past year."
JANE'S FIGI~TING
SAIPS:1941, F. E. McMurtrie, ed.
Published by Macmillan Company, New York,
N. Y. Price $ 1 9 . ~ ."The acknowledged world
authority and the only complete and authentic
encyclopedia of all the navies of the world has now
become more important than ever before."
LANDSCAPE,
by C. A. Cotton. Published by Macmillan
Company, New York, N. Y. Price $5.00. "This
book studies the different forces at work shaping
the earth's surface. It is fully illustrated by Professor Cotton's own beautiful drawings."
LETTERING:
A BEGINNER'S
BOOK,by F. E. Dodman.
Published by Macmillan Company, New York,
N . Y. Price $0.50. "This book gives some of the
important styles of lettering in general use today,
particularly those with a practical application."

MADAMCHAIRMAN,
MEMBERS
AND GUESTS,
by H. H.
Peffer. Published by Macmillan Company, New
York, N. Y. Price $r.oo. "This half-serious thesis
is that once you drift into club work, if you are even
normally conscientious You May Find Yoursclf
President, and there are Some Things You Had
Better Know."
IN FAMILY
LIVING,by P. Nickell and
MANAGEMENT
J. Dorsey. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Price ? "For home makers who
are seeking a better understanding of their
problems."
MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES,
by M. L. Begeman. Published by John Wiley &Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y.
Price ? "Includes the technical fundamentals of important manufacturing processes, engineering materials, and modern equipment necessary for processing these materials."
MERCHANT
SHIPS:1941, Compiled and edited by E. C.
Talbot-Booth assisted by E. B. R. Sargent. Published by Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y.
Price $ 1 9 . ~"This
~ is the standard work of reference on the merchant ships of the world."
MODERNPULPAND PAPERMAKING,by G. Witham
Sr. Published by The Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, N. Y. 2nd ed. Price ?
OFFICEMANAGEMENT,
by G . M. Darlington. Published by Ronald Press Company, New York, N. Y.
rev. ed. Price ?
OUTLINESOF FOODTECHNOLOGY,
by Von Loesecke.
Published by The Reinhold PublishingCorporation
New York, N. Y. Price ?
PACIFICNORTHWEST,
by 0. W. Freeman and H. H.
Martin. Published by John U7iley & Sons, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Price ? "A regional, human, and
economic survey of resources and developments of
Pacific Northwest."
PANAMA
CANALI N PEACEA N D WAR,by N. J. Padelford. Published by Macmillan Company, New
York, N. Y. Price $5.00. "A book which deals
comprehensively with the Canal today."
PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING,
by E. Buckingham. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y
Price? "Formulates the problems of production engineering, its objectives and its relationship to the
many other activities of an industrial organization.
RECOVERY
OF VAPORS
by C. S. Robinson. Published by
The Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York,
N. Y. Price ?
SCIENCE
YEARBOOKOF 1942, by J . D. Ratcliff. Published by Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc., Garden
City, N. Y. Price $2.50. "The great advances made
during a momentous year in all branches of pure and
applied science are covered in this volume."
STATESMAN'S
YEARBOOK,M. Epstein, ed. Published
by Macmillan Company, New York, N. Y. Price
$5.00. "Statistical and Historical Annual of the
States of the World for the Year 1 9 4 ~ "
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Announcements
A N e w Chapter
The Greater St. Louis Chapter was organized
December 15, 1941. Its officers are: President, Ida
May Hammond; Vice-President, Allen G. Ring;
Secretary-Treasurer, Lillian A. Case; Director-atlarge, Frederick C. Ault; Executive Board Member,
Mrs. Mary R. Zelle.
The Executive Board members of SLA's newest
Chapter attended the SLA mid-winter Convention in
Chicago, December 28-30 and acted as hosts to the
members of the Executive Boards of other SLA Chapters.

I

K a t h a r i n e L. S h a r p S c h o l a r s h i p
The Katharine L. Sharp scholarship, which carries
a stipend of $300 and exemption from tuition, will
be awarded by the faculty of the University of Illinois
Library School in March, 1942. The award is made
for the second year of study in Library Science.
Application should be filed with the Director of the
School, Dr. Carl M. White, Urbana, Illinois, before
March I . Application blanks may be secured upon
request.

245 SEVENTH AVENUE
N E W

C I T Y

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
The largest stock in the country under one roof.
More than 75,000 titles. Specialities: natural and
physical sciences, commerce, geology, ethnology.
Will buy o r trade your duplicates.

The Luther M. Cornwall Company
W a s h i n g t o n , D. C.

723 11th S t r e e t , N.W.

S.L.A. H a n d b o o k
With this issue is being distributed an S.L.A.
Handbook giving history of the Association, committee
personnel, a list of S.L.A. members and ocher general
information. The Handbook is being sent to subscribers,
institutional and active members. Anyone else wishing
a copy of this Handbook may purchase i t for $1.00,
plus postage, by applying t o S.L.A. Executive Ofice.

Y O R K

LIBRARIANS
SUPPLIED

POSITIONS
WANTED
For Librarians well
qualified for all
branches of library
work.

1

For positions of
any type in any
part of t h e country.
This service is free.

I The American Lib rarians' Agency
Trite immediately lo Depl. C

R u s s i a n Scientific P e r i o d i c a l s
At the SLA Hartford Convention in June 1941 the
Science-Technology Group discussed the difficulty
in locating Russian scientific periodicals. This
difficulty is particularly noticeable since Chemical
Abstracts has been publishing abstracts taken from a
Russian abstract journal and the originals frequently
cannot be found in the United States.
Following this discussion i t was voted that a
compilation of Iioldingr of Russian Scientific Periodicals
be undertaken by the Group. Nathalie D. Frank,
512 West 16znd Street, New York, N. Y., has been
appointed chairman of the project.
I t is the odd items that are especially needed. If
anyone has any issues of Russian journals (engineering, chemistry or technology), please send titles to
the Chairman, mentioning any unusual sources where
Russian Journals may be found, also those journals
not located. Miss Frank would like to know who
would be interested in purchasing the proposed list.

I

WINDSOR. CONNECTICUT

YOURPAMPHLET PROBLEM SOLVED
MARVALUX PERIODICAL BINDER
Send 216 in Stamps fa Sample-Mention Sife

GREEN INDUSTRIES &'&N,N,~~,R~.ET,:
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES find B u i l d i n g
America accurate, interesting, time-saving
source material on American achievement in
social, economic, technological and cultural
fields.
These cxpertly edited, carefully documented,
illustrated studies are published monthly,
October through May.
Each issue has 32 large pages, 50 t o SO pictures,
clear, concise text, a practical and fully annotated bibliography.

8 T h e inspiricig s t o r y of
Anzaricn's lihruries--public,
private, a n d special-und
their service lo the n a t i o n .

The current series includes: TOTALDEFENSE;
FOR NATIONAL
DEFENSE;AJIERICA'S
TRAINING
OUTPOSTS;OUR MINORITYGROUPS:1. THE
AMERICANINDIAN;LIBRBRIES;CITIZEXSHIP
I
OUR DEMOCRACY:COTTOS; AMERICA
SINGING.
Single copy, 30b

Annual Series 82.00

Also available in bound volumes.

Write for descriptive makrial and complete list of titles.

B U I L D I N G AMERICA, 2 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

Decidedly diferent

...

C.P.A. Review
AUDITING & IFHEOHPY
QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS
B y L. MARDER,
C.P.A.

A Necessary Supplement T o
The Standard Required Text

RARE BOOKS
ON

SPECIAL SUBJECTS
v
RICHARD S. WORMSER
22 WEST 4 8 STREET
~ ~
NEW YORK

Clear-Concise-Authoritative
Cloth Bound, Large Type, Extensive Index.
448 Pages, More Than 1300 Questions
This volume is also used by accountants
as a refereme book

Expert Service on Magazine
Subscriptions for Special Libraries

Descriptive C i r c d a r Sent Upon Reqtlest

Write for a free copy of Faxon's
Librarians' Guide.
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes, or complete sets.

CONCISE TEXT PRESS

F. W. FAXON COMPANY

Price $3.50

136 Liberty Street. New York, N. Y.

83-91 Francis Street
Back Bay, Boston, Massachusetts

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

BINDING
SPECIALISTS !
For over forty years we have
used an effective prescription to
rebuild old, worn books into
strong, beautiful volumes.
We have no mysterious formula, simply an efficient staff
of skilled craftsmen, latest equipment, finest materials and practical experience.
We have convinced a discriminating clientele . . . let us
convince you!
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APEX

FILING & INDEXING
M A T E R I A L S

PAMPHLET BOXES
Centralize and Protect Magazines, Pamphlets, Business Re
ports, Booklets and Loose Material. Save binding costs .
Improve appearance of shelves!

Made of heavy cardboard, with reinforced corners. Green
Vellum fronts, leather pull and labeled to index contents.
Low prices!

DESS & TALAN CO., Inc.
Library Binders
217 E. 144th St.

New York, N.Y.

FOR SALE
(chemical, engineering,
medical, petroleum,
physical, wireless)

JOURNALS
in sets, runs and

single vols.

UNIVERSUM
BOOK EXPORT CO., Inc.
45 East 17th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Built for heavy duty in the busy library. Have wooden ends
and edges. Cover and flaps are hinged with DOUBLE strips
of cloth. Covered with black and white marble paper. Label
and leather pull on one end.

WOOD END VERTICAL
FILE BOXES
Made of heavy cardboard.
All corners reinforced with
cloth and stapled with wire.
Construction very
sturdy and well- '
adapted to continuous usage. Covered
with black and white
marble paper.
Combination
card-holder and
pull a t one end.
Write today for new
folder o f APEX Library Supplies.

APEX

P A P E R B O X CORP.
2318 S. Western Ave.,

Chicago
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Library Costs
and Budgets
Emma V. Baldwin
William E. Marcus

A study of cost accounting in 37 public
libraries for the practical use of librarians,
trustees, library schools, and students of
municipal finance.
The results of this study should prove of
definite value, and may point the way t o new
economies, larger budgets where needed, more
efficient services; t o a broader and more effective use of books and printed materialand even to the need of more books.
Price $3

I n Preparation

Periodicals Directory
1942
(Inter-American Edition)
by CAROLYN F. ULRICH

R. R. Bowker Company
62 West 45th Street

New York, N. Y.

CHEMICAL
JOURNALS
e The Journal of Organic

Chemistry
Editor: LYNDON
F . SMALL
Bimonthly. One volume a year. $6.00

a

Chemical Reviews
Editor: W. ALBERT NOYEB.
JR.

Bimonthly. Two volumes a
$7.00 for both annual volumes.

year.

Journal of Physical
Chemisty
Editor: S. C. LIND
One volume of nine numbers a year.
$10.00
For detailed information write t o

T h e Williams & Wilkins Company
BALTIMORE. DID.
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Do You
Know ThatThere is an almost complete
file of the RUSSIAN MAGAZINE "Coke and Chemistry" in the United States?
There is a library with an index of over 2,000,000 references to specialized aeronautical information from all
parts of the world?
There is a library with an indes to practically everything
published on aluminum and
bauxite since 1850?
There is a library with a
union catalog of oil books,
pamphlets and periodicals
of their own and 5 other
libraries?
There is a library with complete holdings on MAGNESIUM and an index of its
appearance anywhere in the
world?
These and many other important
facts helpful t o research as well as
every day
can be found in

SPECIAL LIBRARY
RESOURCES
776 pages. September, 1941
$6.00 plus postage
Order at once from

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth S t . , New York, N . Y .
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Price Ceiling ?
Labor Regulation?
Washington is seeking the most
equitable answer to both of these
questions which so vitally affect
the lives of each one of us and
play such an important part in
the future of our industries.
Countless books, reams of newsprint and hours of radio time
have been utilized to express
divergent solutions. The whole
is Public Opinion.

Essentidl for all
defeense libraries:
JANE'S
F I G H T I N G SHIPS:
1941
Edited by
Francis E. McMurtrie
The only complete and authoritative encyclopedia of all the navies in the world, with
more than 3000 illustrations. Coming February 24, probably $19.00.

JAN E'S
ALL T H E WORLD'S
A l RCRAFT:
1941

A thorough understanding of,
and sympathy with, popular reaction is essential to any program
that is influenced by its implications.

Compiled and Edited by
C. G. Grey and Leonard Bridgman

These two books are compilations
of the most logical pros and cons
that have been expressed on
possible solutions:

The acknowledged world authority on the
aeronautical equipment of every nation, illustrated with more than 3000 photographs and
drawings. Coming February 24, probably

FEDERAL REGULATION
OF LABOR UNIONS
FEDERAL PRICE CONTROL
Both are priced a t $1.25 postpaid.
Both, or either, will be sent for
ten days examination. Order
from:

THE

H. W. WILSON COMPANY

$19.00.

I NTER-AMERICAN
STATISTICAL
YEARBOOK:
1941
Edited by Raul C. Migone
The latest available data on all the countries
in this hemisphere--on commerce, population,
mineral and vegetable production, transport
and communication facilities, banks and currencies, finance, defense, and social questions.
Coming March 10, Probably $6.00

950 University Avenue

T h e Macmiilan Company

New York City

60 Fifth Avenue
New York
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AND

COMMERCIAL

CORPORATION

FINANCIAL
T E L E P H O N E

R E C T O R 2-3447

Printing

Manager

22 T H A M E S S T R E E T

N E W YORK, N . Y .
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LIBRARY BINDERS AND BOOKSELLERS
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
74 Oraton Street

Branch Office:
580 Fifth Avenue, New York

Hempstead, L.J., New York

RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.
THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.

SPECIAL SERVICE for Special Libraries
We are prepared to supply our trade w i t h almost any back numbered issue of
Technical Magazines or Trade Journals.
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing
issues.

